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ABSTRACT

Shock wave reflection from a rigid wall has been thoroughly studied in the Newtonian limit, simplifying the problem by analyzing it in a
steady-state frame, S0, where the point P of the shock’s intersection with the wall is at rest. However, a “superluminal” regime emerges when
the velocity of point P (vp) exceeds the speed of light (vp > c), where no steady-state frame S0 exists. It occurs predominantly in the relativistic
regime, relevant in astrophysics, where it encompasses nearly all of the shock incidence angles. To study this regime, we introduce a new
approach. We formulate integral conservation laws in the lab frame S (where the unshocked fluid is at rest) for regular reflection (RR), using
two methods: a. fixed volume analysis and b. fixed fluid analysis. We show the equivalence between the two methods, and also to the steady-
state oblique shock jump conditions in frame S0 in the sub-luminal regime (vp < c). Applying this framework, we find that both the weak and
strong shock RR solutions are bounded in the parameter space by the detachment line on the higher incidence angles side. The strong shock
solution is also bounded by the luminal line on the lower incidence angles side and exists only between these two critical lines in the sub-
luminal attachment region.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0177569

NOMENCLATURE

cs;i ¼ bcs;ic Sound speed in region i (in the fluid rest
frame)

eint;i The proper internal energy density in region i
ei ¼ eint;i þ qic

2 The proper total energy density in region i
hi ¼ wi=qic

2 The proper enthalpy per unit rest energy in
region i

P Intersection point of the two shocks and the
wall

pi Pressure in region i (measured in the fluid
rest frame)

Qi, Q0
i Quantity Q in region i¼ 0, 1, and 2 mea-

sured in frame S, S0

S The lab frame, where region 0 and the wall
are at rest

S0 Rest frame of point P, where the flow is
steady (exists only for vp < c)

ucs;i ¼ ðb�2
cs;i � 1Þ�1

2 Sound proper speed in region i
uij ¼ Cijbij Relative proper velocity of regions i and j

ui ¼ Cibi; u
0
i Proper velocity of region i in rest frame S; S0

usk ¼ Cskbsk Shock proper velocity in frame S
vp Velocity of point P along the wall in the lab

frame S
vi ¼ bic; v

0
i Fluid velocity of region i in the rest frame S; S0

vsk ¼ bskc Velocity of shock k¼ 1, 2 along its normal in
frame S

wi ¼ ei þ pi The proper enthalpy density of the fluid in
region i

bsk;i ¼ �bi;sk The velocity of shock k along its nor-
mal measured in the rest frame of
region i

Ci, C0
i Lorentz factor of region i in rest frame S, S0

Csk ¼ ð1� b2skÞ�1=2 Shock Lorentz factor in frame S correspond-
ing to vsk

Cij ¼ ð1� b2ijÞ�1=2 Lorentz factor of region i relative to region j
Csk;i; usk;i Lorentz factor and proper velocity corre-

sponding to bsk;i
ĉi The adiabatic index of the fluid in region i
qi Proper rest-mass density in region i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supersonic fluid motions can lead to shock waves. At a shock
front, there is a sharp increase, which may be approximated as a dis-
continuity, in the density, pressure, and temperature of the incoming
upstream fluid, such that they are all larger in the shocked downstream
region. In particular, the specific entropy also increases across the
shock, which makes the shock an irreversible process.

In the upstream fluid’s rest frame, the downstream fluid’s velocity
just behind the shock is always along the local shock normal. In this
frame, the shock front velocity along its normal, vs, must be supersonic
(exceeding the sound speed cs in the upstream region) for a shock to
exist. The ratio of the corresponding proper velocity [us ¼ Csbs, where
Cs ¼ ð1� b2s Þ�1=2; bs ¼ vs=c, and c is the speed of light] to the
upstream proper sound speed [ucs ¼ Ccsbcs , where bcs ¼ cs=c and
Ccs ¼ ð1� b2csÞ�1=2] is defined as the shock’s Mach number in this
frame,M ¼ us=ucs , andM > 1 is required for a shock to exist.

When a shock wave encounters an obstacle, such as a rigid body
or a wall, the incident shock is reflected off of the obstacle, and a
reflected shock is formed. The problem of shock reflection has been
extensively studied in the Newtonian regime (bs � 1), both experi-
mentally and theoretically.1 This was pioneered by Ernst Mach,2 who
reported his discovery in 1878. In his groundbreaking experimental
study (which was later surveyed by Reichenbach3), he identified two
different shock wave reflection configurations: (i) a two-shocks config-
uration that later became known as regular reflection (RR) and (ii) a
three-shocks configuration that was named after him—Mach reflec-
tion (MR). Additional types of irregular reflection (IR; a general name
for any shock reflection that is not regular reflection) were also discov-
ered later (and are nicely summarized in Ref. 1).

For sufficiently small values of the shock incidence angle (defined
as the angle between the incident shock and the wall), only RR is possi-
ble, while for sufficiently large incidence angles, only MR/IR is possi-
ble. In MR, there is a triple point that is detached from the wall, where
three shocks intersect: the incident shock, the reflected shock, and a
Mach stem that extends between the triple point and the wall.4–10 In
RR, the incident and reflected shocks meet at a point P on the reflect-
ing wall. Most analytic studies are performed in the rest frame S0 of
this point, as in this frame, the flow is in a steady state, which greatly
simplifies the analysis. However, for sufficiently small incidence angles
and/or fast (relativistic) shocks, the speed of point P in the rest frame S
of the unshocked medium exceeds the speed of light, vp > c, and in
this superluminal regime, there is no longer a rest frame S0 of point P.
Therefore, this regime requires an alternative formalism, whose devel-
opment constitutes a major part of this work.

The superluminal regime appears mainly in the reflection of rela-
tivistic shocks, which, in turn, are relevant mainly in astrophysics.
Shocks are quite common in astrophysical objects and play an impor-
tant role in many of them, such as in accretion onto the surface of
stars, in stellar or galactic winds that interact with their environments,
or in cosmological structure formation. Moreover, shocks also appear
in astrophysical sources of relativistic jets or outflows, such as pulsar
wind nebulae, active galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursts, micro-quasars,
tidal disruption events, or fast radio bursts. Shocks in these sources can
form either by collisions between different parts of the outflow (inter-
nal shocks) or because of the outflow’s interaction with the surround-
ing medium (external shocks). These shocks accelerate non-thermal
relativistic electrons, which radiate most of the radiation that we

observe from these sources. Moreover, astrophysical shocks may
encounter an obstacle and be reflected. Possible examples include the
reflection of a gamma-ray burst afterglow shock,11,12 reflection of a col-
limation shock at a cylindrical jet-cocoon interface,13,14 reflection of a
supernova shock by a binary companion star,15 or reflection of shock
formed at the magnetosphere by the stellar surface of a neutron star or
the Sun. Thus motivated, we study the fluid dynamics of shock reflec-
tion ranging from the Newtonian to the relativistic regimes, focusing
on a planar incident shock colliding at a general incidence angle with a
perfectly reflecting wall.

Our approximation of a perfectly reflecting wall can be motivated
either (i) by shock going into a gas that is bounded by a solid, rigid
wall (as long as it is rigid enough to withstand the impact of the shock)
or (ii) a shock going into a compressible fluid that has a large planar
discontinuity in its density (in which case, a perfect reflection corre-
sponds to the infinite density ratio limit; while a the density ratio
becomes more modest, there is also a transmitted shock that carries
some of the energy). Our planar geometry approximation reasonably
holds even when the incident shock front or the reflecting wall have
some curvature, as long as one considers a sufficiently small region of
size much less than the local curvature radius of the shock or the wall.

In astrophysical contexts, radiative losses from the shocked
regions may cool these regions and potentially affect the flow (e.g.,
causing an increase in density to maintain a roughly uniform pressure
in the shocked regions, which are subsonic). Here, we do not consider
radiative losses, as this introduces an additional scale to the problem—
the cooling length over which most of the energy is radiated away,
which breaks the scale-free nature of this problem. Our results still
hold on scales smaller than the cooling length, or if only a small frac-
tion of the internal energy is lost to radiation (which is possible due to
the small coupling between electrons and nuclei in most relevant astro-
physical plasmas).

In Sec. II, we formulate the relativistic shock reflection problem
for RR in the rest frame S of the unshocked fluid and reduce it to sepa-
rate treatments and solutions for the incident and reflected shocks. In
Sec. III, we formulate the integral conservation laws of particle num-
ber, energy, and momentum, over either a fixed volume or a fixed
fluid. We start in one dimension (Sec. III A), showing the equivalence
between these two approaches and between them and the usual
steady-state shock jump conditions in the rest frame of the shock.
Next, we generalize the fixed volume (Sec. IIIB) and fixed fluid (Sec.
III C) methods to two dimensions, showing the equivalence between
them.

The solutions of the shock reflection problem are derived in Sec.
IV. We first outline the general method of solution (Sec. IVA) and
proceed with the relatively simpler one-dimensional case (Sec. IVC).
Next, we map the regions within the relevant two-dimensional param-
eter space (§ IV D), stressing the critical lines (the luminal line and the
detachment line) that divide between regions of one (superluminal
region), two (sub-luminal attachment region), and no (detachment
region) RR solutions. We then present detailed results for the weak
shock (Sec. IVE) and strong shock (Sec. IVF) RR solutions, showing
that while both are bounded by the detachment line at large incidence
angles, the strong shock solution is also bounded by the luminal line at
smaller incidence angles. Finally, we outline and map the dual region
(Sec. IVG) where both MR and RR (with either weak or strong shock
solutions) are possible. Our conclusions are discussed in Sec. V. Our
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analytic results are verified numerically using special-relativistic hydro-
dynamic simulations in an accompanying paper.16

II. THE SHOCK REFLECTION PROBLEM: FORMULATION
AND REDUCTION

The well-known shock reflection problem may naturally be set
up in the rest frame S of the unshocked fluid (region 0), as shown in
the top panel of Fig. 1. A piston (ideally distant and infinite) moves at a
velocity v1 normal to its front (which is at an angle a1 relative to the
reflecting wall), which is also the velocity of the singly shocked fluid
ahead of it (region 1), behind the shock 1 that it drives into region 0 at
a velocity vs1 > v1 along its normal. When the incident shock 1 hits
the wall, a reflected shock 2 forms that propagates into region 1 at
velocity vs2 along its normal, its front at an angle a2 relative to the wall,
behind which the doubly shocked fluid (region 2) moves parallel to the
wall at a speed v2. The instantaneous collision point Pmoves along the
wall at a velocity

vp ¼ vs1
sin a1

¼ vs2
sin a2

: (1)

In the sub-luminal region (vp < c), one can conveniently transform
to the frame S0 where point P is at rest, as shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 1. In this frame, the flow is steady and therefore easier
to solve, e.g., by applying the oblique shock jump conditions there.
In the superluminal region (vp > c) as well as on the luminal line
itself (vp¼ c), no such S0 frame exists. This motivates us to develop
an alternative method for solving the shock reflection problem,
which is formulated in frame S and uses the integral form of the
conservation laws.

This problem may be naturally divided into two parts, which can
be solved subsequently. First, since shock 1 is unaware of the existence
of a reflecting wall until it hits it, then the conditions in region 1 may be
readily found by solving the corresponding one-dimensional shock tube
problem of a piston driven with velocity v1 into region 0 that is at rest
(see Sec. IV for details). For the second step, we already know the condi-
tions in region 1 (p1, q1, v1) as well as vs1 (or vs1 and a1) and need to
solve for the conditions in region 2 (p2, q2, v2) as well as vs2 (or vs2 and
a2). This second step is addressed in Sec. III. The main notations used in
this work are summarized in Nomenclature used in this work. A quan-
tity (such as density, pressure, or time) is said to be “proper” when it is
measured in the fluid rest frame. Proper velocity (or celerity) is the
derivative of the observer-measured location with respect to the proper
time s, i.e., uic ¼ dxi=dsi ¼ ðdt=dsiÞðdxi=dtÞ ¼ Cibic. All velocities v
as well as c and cs have units of velocity, while b, u, C, ĉ, and h are
dimensionless; p, e, and w have units of energy density; q has units of
mass density.

III. DIRECT CALCULATION IN THE LAB FRAME

Here, we adopt a new approach, which replaces the traditional
one of equating the upstream and downstream fluxes (of particle num-
ber, energy and momentum components) across the shock in a rest
frame (e.g., S0) at which the shock front is at rest. Instead, we directly
express the conservation laws (of particle number, energy and momen-
tum components) in the lab frame S (in which the unshocked fluid
and the “wall” are at rest) when integrated over a finite volume. We
make two different choices for such a reference volume and then show
the equivalence of the resulting conservation equations.

A. Three different approaches to a one-dimensional
shock

In our setup, a one-dimensional shock corresponds to the case
a1 ¼ 0 of a head-on collision with the wall. In this case, the incident
and reflected shocks do not intersect at a point (P) in space, but
instead, they intersect at a point in time – the reflection time when the
incident shock hits the wall everywhere at once and is instantly
replaced by the reflected shock. At this time, region 0 disappears and
region 2 forms. We consider some later time at which only the
reflected shock exists, which separates between regions 1 and 2. In this
case, v2 ¼ 0, i.e., region 2 is at rest in rest frame S—the original rest
frame of region 0, in which we formulate the equations for the integral
conservation laws. For this reason, bs2;2 ¼ bs2; us2;2 ¼ us2, and
Cs2;2 ¼ Cs2.

In such a one-dimensional case, there is always a frame at which
the shock front is at rest and the fluid velocities are normal to it (corre-
sponding to a boost by vs2 from frame S), and it is convenient to use
the usual shock jump conditions in this frame. Here, we also describe
two alternative approaches, which are both equivalent and may be gen-
eralized to two (or more) dimensions, where there is not always a
frame in which the flow is steady.

1. Fixed volume

Here, we consider a fixed volume V¼Ah whose base is a
unit area (A ¼ DyDz) on the wall and height h. A quantity Q within
this volume (such as mass, energy, or momentum component)
may simply be obtained by a volume integral over its density

FIG. 1. Top: the shock reflection problem in the rest frame S of the unshocked fluid
(region 0). Bottom: in the sub-luminal case (vp < c), one can conveniently trans-
form to the frame S0 where point P is at rest and the flow is steady and easier to
solve.
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q ¼ dQ=dV : Q ¼ Ð
Vd

3r qðrÞ ¼ V1q1 þ V2q2, where this integral is
trivial since regions 1 and 2 are uniform and occupy volumes V1

and V2, respectively, within the volume V ¼ V1 þ V2. Moreover,
_V 2 ¼ � _V 1 ¼ Avs2, where v2s is the velocity of the shock front relative
to the fluid in region 2 (and therefore the wall; see left panels of Fig. 2).
The rate of change in Q is simply

_Q ¼ q1 _V 1 þ q2 _V 2 ¼ ðq2 � q1Þ _V 2 ¼ ðq2 � q1ÞAvs2: (2)

On the other hand, _Q can be calculated by integrating over the
flux jQ of Q into the volume V through its boundaries (@V), _Q

¼ �Ð
@V jQ � dA where dA ¼ n̂dA, dA is the differential surface area on

the boundary @V of V, and n̂ is the local normal to the surface pointing
outward. Since in our case, the flow involves two uniform regions, then
again this integral results in a simple sum, with a contribution from the
upper and lower boundaries in regions 1 and 2, respectively,

_Q ¼ ð jQ;2x � jQ;1xÞA: (3)

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) gives the general form of the integral con-
servation equations for a quantity Q over the volume V,

ðq2 � q1Þvs2 ¼ jQ;2x � jQ;1x: (4)

2. Fixed fluid (or rest mass)

Here, we follow a fixed amount of fluid as part of it is shocked
and, for convenience, calculate all rates per unit area on the wall (cor-
responding to A ¼ DyDz ¼ 1). As fluid passes through the shock it
moves from region 1 to region 2, and the volume it occupies decreases
by the shock compression ratio. The rate at which the volume contain-
ing fluid of region 1 (2) decreases (increases) is given by

_V1 ¼ �ðv12 þ vs2Þ ; _V2 ¼ vs2; (5)

(see right panels of Fig. 2). The conservation laws for a quantity Q
(per unit area on the wall) in this case take the following form:

q1 _V1 þ q2 _V2 ¼ q2vs2 � q1ðv12 þ vs2Þ ¼ _Q1 þ _Q2; (6)

where _Q1 and _Q2 are the corresponding source terms from the fixed
fluid’s interface with regions 1 and 2, respectively. By definition, there
is no fluid flowing across the Lagrangian boundaries, so the source

terms vanish in the mass equation ( _Q1 ¼ _Q2 ¼ 0). For the energy
equation, the wall is stationary and, therefore, performs no work

( _Q2 ¼ 0), and only the fluid above the upper boundary in region 1

performs work at a rate of _Q1 ¼ p1v21 per unit area on the wall. For
the momentum, as there is no fluid flowing across the boundaries,
only the pressure contributes to the momentum flux (acting as an

external force per unit area) such that _Q1 ¼ �p1 and _Q2 ¼ p2.
In Table I, we compare the different equations for the conserva-

tion of mass, energy, and momentum using the three different
approaches described earlier. The corresponding sets of equations can
be shown to be equivalent, using the relations

Cs2;1 ¼ C21Cs2ð1þ b21bs2Þ ; bs2;1 ¼
b21 þ bs2
1þ b21bs2

: (7)

B. Fixed volume method in 2D

Here, we generalize the fixed volume method described earlier
to two dimensions, applying it to the second step of the shock
reflection problem as formulated in Sec. II. We work in frame S,
which is the rest frame of region 0. The velocities in regions 0
(unshocked fluid), 1 (singly shocked fluid), and 2 (doubly shocked
fluid) are

v0 ¼ 0 ; v1 ¼ b1cð�cos a1; sin a1Þ ; v2 ¼ b2cð0; 1Þ: (8)

The velocity of shocks 1, vs1, and 2, vs2, is defined to be along the
respective shock normal,

vs1 ¼ bs1cð�cos a1; sin a1Þ ; vs2 ¼ bs2cðcos a2; sin a2Þ: (9)

We consider a fixed reference volume ADEH containing shock 2,
as shown in Fig. 3, whose base is DyDz and height is Dx ¼ DA ¼ EH.
This volume V ¼ DxDyDz can be divided into the two sub-volumes
V1 and V2 containing the fluids in regions 1 and 2, respectively, such
that V ¼ V1ðtÞ þ V2ðtÞ and _V 2 ¼ � _V 1 ¼ DyDz vs2

cos a2
. A quantity Q

within this volume (such as mass, energy or momentum component)
may simply be obtained by a volume integral over its density
q ¼ dQ=dV : Q ¼ Ð

Vd
3r qðrÞ ¼ V1q1 þ V2q2, where this integral is

trivial since regions 1 and 2 are uniform. The rate of change in Q is
simply

FIG. 3. The volume (in blue) where the conservation equations are applied in the
fixed volume method.

FIG. 2. Left: the fixed volume method, where the total volume V ¼ V1 þ V2 is
fixed, while the (reflected) shock front that divides regions 1 and 2 moves at a
velocity v2s (in the rest frame of region 2 and the wall) such that the volume per unit
area on the wall changes as _V 2 ¼ � _V 1 ¼ v2s. Right: the fixed fluid (or rest mass)
method, where a Lagrangian volume is used that follows the same fluid; as this fluid
is shocked, it moves from region 1 (that moves at a velocity v12 ¼ �v21 relative to
region 2 and the wall) to region 2, and the respective volumes per unit area on the
wall of the fluid within these two regions change as _V1 ¼ �ðv21 þ vs2Þ and
_V2 ¼ vs2.
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_Q ¼ q1 _V 1 þ q2 _V 2 ¼ ðq2 � q1Þ _V 2 ¼ ðq2 � q1ÞDyDz vs2
cos a2

: (10)

On the other hand, _Q can be calculated by integrating over the
flux jQ of Q into the volume V through its boundaries (@V),
_Q ¼ �Ð

@V jQ � dA, where dA ¼ n̂dA, with dA the differential surface
area on the boundary @V of V and n̂ the local normal to the surface
pointing outward. Since in our case, the flow involves two uniform
regions, then again this integral results in a simple sum as can be seen
from Fig. 3),

_Q ¼ ðjQ;2y � jQ;1yÞ � GF þ jQ;2x � DE � jQ;1x � AH
� �

Dz

¼ ðjQ;2y � jQ;1yÞ tan a2 þ jQ;2x � jQ;1x
� �

DyDz : (11)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11) gives the general form of the integral
conservation equations for a quantityQ over the volume V,

ðq2 � q1Þ vs2
cos a2

¼ ðjQ;2y � jQ;1yÞ tan a2 þ jQ;2x � jQ;1x: (12)

For the conservation of energy and momentum component, the rele-
vant densities and fluxes are given by the appropriate components of
the energy-momentum (or stress-energy) tensor, Tl� ¼ wulu� þ pgl�

(for an ideal fluid in a flat spacetime, where gl� is the Minkowski met-
ric and ul is the velocity 4-vector),17 which, in our case, are

��T 1 ¼

w1C
2
1�p1 �w1C1u1 cosa1 w1C1u1 sina1 0

�w1C1u1 cosa1 w1u21 cos
2a1þp1 �w1u21 cosa1 sina1 0

w1C1u1 sina1 �w1u21 cosa1 sina1 w1u21 sin
2a1þp1 0

0 0 0 p1

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA;

(13)

��T 2 ¼
w2C

2
2 � p2 0 w2C2u2 0
0 p2 0 0

w2C2u2 0 w2u22 þ p2 0
0 0 0 p2

0
BB@

1
CCA: (14)

The equations for the continuity of mass, energy as well as x and y
components of the momentum, respectively, read

ðq2C2 � q1C1Þ bs2
cos a2

¼ ðq2u2 � q1 u1 sin a1Þ tan a2 þ q1u1 cos a1 ;

(15)

ðw2C
2
2 � p2 � w1C

2
1 þ p1Þ bs2

cos a2
¼ ðw2C2u2 � w1C1u1 sin a1Þ tan a2 þ w1C1u1 cos a1 ; (16)

w1C1u1 cos a1
bs2
cos a2

¼ w1u
2
1 sin a1 cos a1 tan a2 þ p2

� w1u
2
1 cos

2a1 � p1 ; (17)

ðw2C2u2 � w1C1u1 sin a1Þ bs2
cos a2

¼ ðw2u
2
2 þ p2 � w1u

2
1 sin

2a1 � p1Þ tan a2 þ w1u
2
1 sin a1 cos a1 :

(18)

C. Fixed fluid (or rest mass) method in 2D

Here, we follow a fixed amount of fluid as part of it is shocked
and, for convenience, calculate all rates per unit area on the wall

(corresponding to A ¼ DyDz ¼ 1). As fluid passes through the shock
it moves from region 1 to region 2, and the volume it occupies
decreases by the shock compression ratio. Conveniently denoting
aþ � a1 þ a2, for the shock reflection problem, the corresponding
equations read (see Fig. 4)

_V1 ¼ � vs2 þ v1 cos aþ
cosa2

¼ � 1
cos a2

vs1
sin a2
sin a1

þ v1 cosaþ

� �
;

_V2 ¼ vs2
sin a2

� v2

� �
tana2 ¼ vs1

sin a1
� v2

� �
tan a2 :

(19)

The conservation laws for a quantity Q (per unit area on the wall) in
this case take the following form:

q1 _V1 þ q2 _V2 ¼ _Q1 þ _Q2; (20)

where _Q1 and _Q2 are the corresponding source terms from the fixed
fluid’s interface with regions 1 and 2, respectively. For mass conserva-
tion, by construction, no fluid passes through the boundary of our
Lagrangian volume, so the source terms vanish, leading to

FIG. 4. The fixed fluid method: the changeover a small time interval Dt, in the vol-
ume per unit area A ¼ DyDz ¼ 1 on the wall, within regions 1 (DV1) and 2
(DV2) occupied by a fixed amount of fluid. Top: for region 1, there are two contribu-
tions: DV1a ¼ � Dz

A Dy vs2Dt
cos a2

¼ � vs2Dt
cos a2

from the change in the shock front’s loca-

tion and DV1b ¼ � Dz
A Dyv1Dt

cos aþ
cos a2

¼ �v1Dt
cos aþ
cos a2

from the flow across the
shock at a fixed location. Only the latter contributes to the pdV work performed on
the fixed fluid under consideration by the surrounding fluid in region 1 [see Eq.
(22)]. Bottom: the purple volume DV2 ¼ Dz

A Dyðvp � v2ÞDt tan a2 ¼ ðvp
�v2ÞDt tan a2 is added to region 2 between times t and t þ Dt, while the red vol-
ume D ~V2 ¼ v2Dt tan a2 contributes to the pdV work performed on the fixed fluid
under consideration by the surrounding fluid in region 2 [see Eq. (22)].
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q1C1
_V1 þ q2C2

_V2 ¼ 0 () C2q2
C1q1

¼ j _V1j
_V2

¼
1þ b1

bs1

sina1
sina2

cosaþ

1� b2
bs1

sina1

;

(21)

which is equivalent to Eq. (15). For energy conservation, the source
terms represent the work performed on our fixed fluid at its bound-
aries with regions 1 and 2,

_E1 ¼ p1
DV1b

Dt
¼ p1v1

cos aþ
cos a2

; _E2 ¼ p2
D ~V2

Dt
¼ p2v2 tan a2

(22)

and energy conservation reads (upon division by tan a2)

p1v1
cos aþ
sin a2

þ p2v2 ¼ ðw2C
2
2 � p2Þ vs1

sin a1
� v2

� �

� ðw1C
2
1 � p1Þ vs1

sin a2

sin a2
sin a1

þ b1
bs1

cos aþ

� �
;

(23)

which can be shown to be equivalent to Eq. (16). For the momentum
components conservation, the source terms represent the respective
components of the external force from the pressure at the boundaries
with regions 1 and 2,

_Px1 ¼ �p1; _Px2 ¼ p2 ;
_Py1 ¼ �p1 tan a2; _Py2 ¼ p2 tan a2 :

(24)

The x and ymomentum conservation equations read

p2 � p1 ¼ bs1
cos a2

sin a2
sin a1

þ b1
bs1

cos aþ

� �
w1C1u1 cos a1

¼ w1u
2
1 cos

2a1 1þ tan a2
tan a1

1þ bs1 � b1
b1 cos2a1

� �� �
; (25)

ðp2 � p1Þ tan a2 ¼ w2C2u2
bs1
sin a1

� b2

� �
tan a2

� w1u
2
1
sin a1
cos a2

bs1
b1

sin a2
sin a1

þ cos aþ

� �
; (26)

which are equivalent to Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE SHOCK REFLECTION PROBLEM
A. The general method of solution

The initial free parameters of the problem are q0, p0, e0, v1, and
a1. If the piston forms a shock, which we label as shock 1, then the

shock front is parallel to the piston, and its velocity along the shock
normal always exceeds that of the piston, vs1 > v1. The condition for
the formation of a shock isM 1 ¼ us1=ucs;0 > 1, and it is always satis-
fied if v1 > cs;0, i.e., when the piston is supersonic.

In the first step, the velocity of shock 1, vs1, along with the condi-
tions in region 1 (q1, p1, e1) may be obtained by solving the 1D shock
tube problem, i.e., the shock jump conditions (given in Table I) along
with the equation of state in region 1, where in region i (where
i ¼ 0; 1; 2),

pi ¼ ðĉi � 1Þeint;i ¼ ðĉi � 1Þðei � qic
2Þ: (27)

DenotingH � p=qc2; Hi ¼ pi=qic
2, and ĉi ¼ ĉðHiÞ, we will use here

the Taub-Matthews equation of state,18,19

hðHÞ ¼ 5
2
Hþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 9

4
H2

r
;

ĉðHÞ ¼ hðHÞ � 1
hðHÞ � 1�H

¼ 1
6

8� 3Hþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4þ 9H2

p	 

;

H ¼ ð5� 3ĉÞðĉ � 1Þ
3ĉ � 4

¼ 1
8

5h�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16þ 9h2

p� �
:

(28)

In the second step, the set of four equations in Sec. III B or Sec.
III C for the mass [Eq. (15) or (21)], energy [Eq. (16) or (23)], x-
momentum [Eq. (17) or (25)], and y-momentum [Eq. (18) or (26)]
together with the equation of state [Eqs. (27) and (28)] provide five
equations for the five unknowns (e2, p2, q2, v2 ¼ b2c, and a2), which
can be solved in terms of the five knowns (e1, p1, q1, v1 ¼ b1c, and a1).
We have not counted here bs1 that can be calculated in the first step or
bs2 ¼ bs1 sin a2= sin a1.

B. Specifying for a cold unshocked medium

A cold upstream medium both simplifies the equations allowing
for more analytic expressions and is also often the case (to a good
approximation) in relevant astrophysical applications. We first specify
for a strong incident shock and then further assume a perfectly cold
unshocked medium.

Denoting the upstream and downstream regions of a 1D shock
by i and j, respectively, the mass and energy equations in Table I imply

ej
qj

¼ Cij
wi

qi
� pi
qj

() 1þ Hj

ĉ j � 1
¼ Cijhi �Hi

qi
qj
: (29)

We consider shock 1 for which i¼ 0 and j¼ 1, where for a strong
shock (H0 � H1 () h0 � 1 � h1 � 1), this reduces in the down-
stream region to H1 ¼ ðĉ1 � 1ÞðC1h0 � 1Þ, which, according to Eq.
(28), implies

TABLE I. Comparison of the conservation equations for a one-dimensional shock derived in three different ways.

Conserved Shock jump jq1j fixed jjQ;1xj jq1j fixed j _Q1j
Quantity Conditions jq2j volume jjQ;2xj jq2j mass/fluid j _Q2j
Mass q1us2;1 ¼ q2us2 ðq2 � q1C21Þbs2 ¼ q1u21 q2bs2 � q1C21ðb21 þ bs2Þ ¼ 0
Energy w1Cs2;1us2;1 ¼ w2Cs2us2 ½e2 � ðw1C2

21 � p1Þ�bs2 ¼ w1C21u21 e2bs2 � ðw1C2
21 � p1Þðb21 þ bs2Þ ¼ p1b21

Momentum w1u2s2;1 þ p1 ¼ w2u2s2 þ p2 w1C21u21bs2 ¼ p2 � ðp1 þ w1u221Þ w1C21u21ðb21 þ bs2Þ ¼ p2 � p1
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ĉ j ¼
4Cijhi þ 1

3Cijhi
! ĉ1 ¼

4C1h0 þ 1
3C1h0

; (30)

such that the conditions in region 1 are given by Blandford and
McKee,20 which simplify further using Eq. (30),

q1
q0

¼ C1 ð4C1 þ 3Þh0 þ 1½ �
C1h0 þ 1

;

p1
q0c2

¼ ð4C1 þ 3Þh0 þ 1½ �ðh0C1 � 1Þ
3h0

;

w1

q0c2
¼ ð4C1 þ 3Þh0 þ 1½ �ð4C2

1h
2
0 � 1Þ

3h0ðC1h0 þ 1Þ ;

u2s1 ¼ C2
s1 � 1 ¼ ð4C1 þ 3Þh0 þ 1½ �2C2

1ðC1 � 1Þ
1þC1 2h0ð1þ C1 h0ð4C1 þ 5Þ � 1½ �Þ � 1½ � :

(31)

The self-consistency strong shock condition reads

1 � h1 � 1
h0 � 1

¼ ĉ1
C1h0 � 1
h0 � 1

¼ ĉ1 1þ h0ðC1 � 1Þ
h0 � 1

� �
(32)

and is always satisfied for a relativistic C1 � 1, while for C1 � 1� 1, it
corresponds to b21 � p0=q0c

2, which, in all cases, corresponds to a large

Mach number M 1 ¼ us1=ucs;0 � 1, where ucs;0 ¼ ðb�2
cs ;0 � 1Þ�1=2 is

the proper sound speed in region 0 and cs;0 ¼ bcs;0 c is the dimension-
less sound speed.

Making a further assumption of an upstream that is not relativis-
tically hot (H0 � 1 () h0 � 1 � 1), the expression for the adiabatic
index reduces to

ĉ j ¼
4Cij þ 1

3Cij
! ĉ1 ¼

4C1 þ 1
3C1

: (33)

The effects of a finite H0 are expected to be rather modest in the
strong shock limit (H0 � H1) for a fixed w0.

20 More generally, allowing
for a finite H0 introduced an additional relevant parameter that makes
the parameter space three-dimensional (rather than two-dimensional as
described in Sec. IVD). Significant modifications may be expected as
the incident shock Mach number becomes of order unity.

For demonstration purposes, we will consider a cold region 0
where p0 ¼ 0; e0 ¼ w0 ¼ q0c

2, and h0 ¼ 1, for which the shock is
always strong, and the conditions in region 1 are given by

q1 ¼ 4C1q0; p1 ¼ 4
3
u21q0c

2; e1 ¼ 4C2
1q0c

2;

eint;1 ¼ 4C1u21
C1 þ 1

q0c
2; w1 ¼ 4C2

1 1þ b21
3

� �
q0c

2;

bs1 ¼
4C1u1
4C2

1 � 1
; us1 ¼ 4C1u1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8C2
1 þ 1

q ; Cs1 ¼ 4C2
1 � 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8C2
1 þ 1

q :

(34)

Similarly

u1 ¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2s1 � 2þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4þ 5u2s1 þ u4s1

qr
; (35)

b1;s1 ¼
bs1 � b1
1� b1bs1

¼ b1
3
; (36)

where Eq. (36) means that for our equation of state, in the rest frame
of the downstream fluid (region 1), the speed at which the shock 1 is
receding is a third of the incoming upstream speed.

C. The one-dimensional case

In the limit a1 ! 0, the shock reflection reduces to a 1D problem,
and one can use the corresponding equations from Table I. The results
for this case are shown in Fig. 5. In the Newtonian regime, the reflected
shock is rather weak, with a Mach number M 2 !

ffiffiffi
5

p � 2:236, while
in the relativistic regime, it is strong, with a Mach numberM 2ðu1 � 1Þ
� 2u1 (see lower panel of Fig. 5). For any fixed u1, the limit a1 ! 0 is
always a superluminal case [according to Eq. (1)]. Later, we show that in
the superluminal case, only the weak shock RR solution exists. Hence,
the one-dimensional shock reflection always corresponds to the weak
shock RR solution.

D. The two-dimensional parameter space

Since the parameter space of the shock reflection problem is gen-
erally five-dimensional (see the end of Sec. IV), we choose to focus on

FIG. 5. Results for shock reflection in 1D (a1 ! 0), where all velocities are measured
in reference frame S—the rest frame of the reflecting wall, for the unshocked fluid
(region 0; assumed to be cold, p0 ¼ 0) and the doubly shocked fluid (region 2), while
the singly shocked fluid (region 1) moves at a dimensionless velocity b1, proper veloc-
ity u1, and Lorentz factor C1. Top: the reflected shock velocity, bs2, the pressure (p, in
units of q0c

2), and proper rest-mass density (q, in units of q0) in regions 1 and 2, as
well as b1 and enthalpy density of region 2, w2 (in units of q0c

2), all shown as a func-
tion of u1. Middle: analytic approximations for bs2, q2, and p2; the solid lines are sim-
pler approximations that hold in the Newtonian limit (u1 � 1), while the dashed lines
are more refined approximations that hold for all u1 values. Bottom: the Mach number
of the reflected shock, M 2 ¼ us2;1=ucs ;1, defined as the ratio of the proper velocity of
the reflected shock (s2) relative to the upstream (region 1), us2;1, and the proper sound

speed in the upstream, ucs ;1 ¼ bcs ;1ð1� b2cs ;1Þ�1=2 where cs;1 ¼ bcs ;1 c is the
sound speed in the fluid rest frame.
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the case where the unshocked region 0 is cold. The properties of
the compressible fluid (e.g., gas or plasma) in the singly shocked
region 1 are then uniquely determined by u1 [according to Eq.
(34)]. This, in turn, causes the parameter space to become two-
dimensional—each point is fully specified by the proper velocity u1
and the incidence angle a1.

Upon solving the equations, we find that the parameter space
divides into different regions according to the nature and number of
the solutions. Figure 6 shows the different regions in the u1–a1 param-
eter space and the critical lines that separate between them. This is dis-
played by showing log10ðu1Þ in the y-axis vs log10ðsin a1Þ (top panel),
log10ðtan a1Þ (middle panel), and a1 (bottom panel) in the x-axis.

The luminal line (in black) is defined as the line in the parameter
space, for which the collision point P moves at the speed of light,
vp¼ c. Equivalently, it also corresponds to us1 ¼ tan a1. This line sepa-
rates between the superluminal region (in cyan shading) and the sub-

luminal regions beneath it. According to Eq. (34), the luminal relation-
ship reads

u1
tan a1

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8C2

1 þ 1
q
4C1u1

�
3
4
¼ 0:75 for u1 � 1;

1ffiffiffi
2

p � 0:7071 for u1 � 1;

8>><
>>:

(37)

such that u1= tan a1 varies by only 6% throughout.
In the sub-luminal region (below the luminal line), there exists a

region where no solutions to the RR equations exist (in white).
Therefore, in this region, RR is not possible, and instead, there is MR/
IR. The critical line that bounds the region with RR solutions is termed
the detachment line (in red), as is customary in Newtonian shock
reflection terminology.21 The region with no RR solutions (in white)
is, therefore, termed the detachment region, as in this region, the inci-
dent shock is detached from the reflecting wall. The regions with RR
are called the attachment regions since the incident shock is attached
to the wall (at point P). The region between the luminal line and the
detachment line (in green shading) is termed the sub-luminal attach-
ment region.

In the sub-luminal attachment region, we encounter (in Sec.
IVF) two solutions to the equations, which we classify as the “weak”
and “strong” solutions, based on the pressure values in the doubly
shocked region (p2), which reflect the strength of the reflected shock.
These solutions are depicted schematically in Fig. 7, and their proper-
ties are explored in the subsequent sections. However, we find that the
weak shock solution smoothly crosses the luminal line into the

FIG. 7. Top: the shock reflection problem in the rest frame S of the unshocked fluid
(region 0). Bottom: in the sub-luminal case (vp < c), one can conveniently trans-
form to the frame S0 where point P is at rest, and the flow is steady and easier to
solve.

FIG. 6. The different regions and critical lines in the u1�a1 parameter space, shown
in terms of log10ðu1Þ vs log10ðsin a1Þ (top panel), log10ðtan a1Þ (middle panel),
and a1 (bottom panel). The luminal line (in black; us1 ¼ tan a1) separates the
superluminal region (cyan shading) and the sub-luminal, attachment region (green
shading). The latter is separated by the detachment line (in red) from the detach-
ment region (in white, where there is no RR solution).
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superluminal region, while the strong shock solution no longer exists
in the superluminal region.

In the strong shock RR solution, the doubly shocked region 2 is
always subsonic in frame S0, implying that it is in causal contact with
point P. This means that it can act on point P and exert a force on it
with a component along the normal to the wall. This can either cause
it to detach from the wall (in the dual region discussed in Sec. IVG) or
to transition to the weak shock RR solution (as demonstrated, e.g., in
Ref. 16). Indeed, the strong shock RR solution is theoretically known
to be unstable22 and was experimentally observed only under special
conditions.1,23 In the weak shock RR solution, on the other hand, the
doubly shocked region 2 is supersonic in frame S0 throughout almost
all of the parameter space where it exists, implying that it is not in
causal contact with point P and can, therefore, not cause it to detach
from the wall. This also causes the weak sock RR solution to be more
stable.

The critical line, where b02;w ¼ cs;2;w (where the subscript “w”
stands for the weak shock RR solution), is the sonic line for the weak
shock RR solution, which is the analog of the sonic boundary in
Newtonian shock reflection studies.1,24 We find that it is very close to
the detachment line (for a fixed u1 value, its tan a1 value is typically
lower by several tenths of a percent compared to that of the detach-
ment line). Similar findings were observed in the context of
Newtonian shock reflection.1 Due to the close proximity of the two
lines, it is very challenging experimentally to distinguish between
them. Certain experiments conducted in the Newtonian regime have
suggested that the boundary of the RR region corresponds to the sonic
line rather than the detachment line,25 while certain numerical simula-
tions have indicated that this boundary extends slightly to the right of
the detachment line.26

The sonic line always lies in the sub-luminal region. This arises
since it corresponds to bp ¼ ðb2 þ cs2Þ=ð1þ b2cs2Þ < 1, i.e., the sonic
condition implies that vp is equal to the lab-frame speed of a sound
wave moving in region 2 parallel to the wall, which must, therefore, be
less than c. As the sonic line almost coincides with the detachment
line, it effectively separates between the detachment (or weak solution
subsonic) region (in white), where there is no RR (but only MR/IR)
and the attachment regions—the sub-luminal detached region (in
shaded green) and the superluminal region (in shaded cyan).

We note that under our assumption of a cold unshocked region
0, in the Newtonian regime (u1 � 1), the detachment and sonic lines
both approach constant values, which are close to each other, in agree-
ment with the well-known Newtonian results. On the other hand, the
luminal line corresponds to extremely small incidence angles in this
regime, a1 � sin a1 ¼ bs1 � 4

3 b1 � 1, which is essentially why it
could have been ignored so far. In the relativistic regime, however, the
luminal line corresponds to tan a1 ¼ us1 �

ffiffiffi
2

p
C1 � 1, such that the

superluminal region occupies most of the relevant parameter space
and must be taken into account. Moreover, in the relativistic regime,
the detachment and sonic lines are quite close to the luminal line, their
tan a1 for the same u1 being larger by only about 18%. In the relativis-
tic regime, all of these three critical lines correspond to an incidence
angle very close to 90	.

E. The two-dimensional weak shock solution

The 2D results for the weak shock RR solution are shown in Figs.
8–10. Figure 8 shows results in the log10ðu1Þ� log10ðtan a1Þ plane,

while Fig. 9 shows the same results in the log10ðu1Þ�a1 plane. Results
are shown for tan a2, where a2 is the angle between the reflected shock
front and the reflecting wall (top-left panel) as well as the hydrody-
namic variables in region 2 (containing the doubly shocked fluid),
namely, its proper speed (u2, top-right panel), its pressure (p2) normal-
ized by q1c

2 (middle-left panel) or by q0c
2 (bottom-left panel), and its

proper rest-mass density (q2) normalized by that or regions 1 (q1,
middle-right panel) or 0 (q0, bottom-right panel). In each panel, the
luminal line (vp¼ c) is shown in black, while the white region in the
bottom-right is the detachment region where there is no RR solution
(see Fig. 6).

FIG. 8. Results for shock reflection in 2D, for the weak shock RR solution, shown
as a function of the proper velocity of the singly shocked fluid (region 1), u1, and the
incidence angle a1 (both measured in the rest frame of the reflecting wall), in the
log10ðu1Þ– log10ðtan a1Þ plane. We show contour lines for log10ðtan a2Þ where a2
is the angle of the reflected shock front relative to the wall (top-left panel) as well as
the hydrodynamic variables in region 2, containing the doubly shocked fluid: its
proper speed (u2; top-right panel), its pressure (p2) normalized by q1c

2 (middle-left
panel) or by q0c

2 (bottom-left panel) and its proper rest-mass density (q2) normal-
ized by that or regions 1 (q1; middle-right panel) or 0 (q0; bottom-right panel). In
each panel, the luminal line (vp¼ c) is shown in black, while the white region in the
bottom-right is the subsonic region where there is no regular shock reflection (see
Fig. 6).
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In Fig. 10, the same quantities are normalized by a simple analytic
function that captures most of its variation. There are relatively small
deviations from these analytic approximations (written in the title of
each panel) throughout most of the parameter space. The deviations
become larger in the sub-luminal case, below the black line that indi-
cates vp¼ c, and toward the detachment line beyond which there is no
RR solution (but only MR/IR). Figures 8–10 clearly show that all the
hydrodynamic variables describing in the doubly shocked region 2
smoothly transition across the luminal line.

For small incidence angles, a1 � 1, we use the expressions for
the limiting case of a 1D normal shock reflection (a1 ! 0) from Fig. 5.
For tan a2, in the a1 � 1 limit, Eq. (1) implies

tan a2
tan a1

� sin a2
sin a1

¼ bs2
bs1

� 1
3

1þ 1

2C2
1

� �
: (38)

For p2, we use the 1D expression with a correction factor cos2a1
that corresponds to taking only the component of the momentum flux
in region 1 in the direction normal to the wall. For the proper rest-
mass density q2, we use the 1D expression using only the perpendicu-
lar component of the proper speed, u1 cos a1, by replacing
C2
1 ! 1þ u21 cos

2a1. For u2, there is no 1D analog, and we have

u2 � 3
2b1 tan a1 in the Newtonian limit (u1 � 1) and u2 � tan a2 in

the relativistic limit (u1 � 1).

F. The two-dimensional strong shock solution

Figure 11 shows the results for the strong shock RR solution of a
2D shock reflection. We find that the weak and strong shock solutions
coincide along the detachment line. This arises since there they both
correspond to the maximal deflection angle in frame S 0, beyond which
there is no RR solution (in the detachment region). The two solutions
grow apart away from the detachment line in the sub-luminal attach-
ment region.

While the weak shock solution smoothly transitions across the
luminal line, the strong shock solution displays a very different behav-
ior in this respect. This very different behavior can conveniently be
understood when considering what happens when the two solutions
approach some point along the luminal line from the sub-luminal
region. This approach can conveniently be followed in frame S 0 con-
sidering a fixed u1 (which corresponds to a fixed bs1) while decreasing
sin a1 such that sin a1 ! bs1 () bp ¼ bs1= sin a1 ! 1. This is
shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for u1 ¼ 1.

Figure 12 shows the (normalized) proper speed (u2), pressure
(p2), and proper rest-mass density (q2) in the doubly shocked region 2
as a function of the shock incidence angle a1, for a fixed u1 ¼ 1. The
weak shock solution exists throughout the attachment region, at all
incidence angles below the detachment angle (i.e., up to the detach-
ment line), and all hydrodynamic variables smoothly vary across the
luminal line. On the other hand, the strong shock solution exists only
between the luminal line and the detachment line, while u2, p2, and q2
all diverge toward the luminal line.

FIG. 10. Results in the log10ðu1Þ� log10ðsin a1Þ plane for the weak shock RR solu-
tion of a 2D shock reflection, where each quantity is normalized by an analytic func-
tion (written in the title of each panel) that captures most of its variation, with rather
small deviations throughout most of the parameter space.

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 8, but in the log10ðu1Þ–a1 plane.
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Figure 13 shows the same hydrodynamic variable in the doubly
shocked region 2, but as a function of Cp—the Lorentz factor corre-
sponding to the boost between the lab frame S and the steady-state
frame S0. The divergence of u2, p2, and q2 toward the luminal line (i.e.,
at large Cp values) for the strong shock solution can clearly be seen
here. Moreover, it can be seen that in this limit, u2; q2 / Cp, while
p2 / C2

p.
This can be understood as follows. As Cp ! 1 for a fixed u1,

tan a1 ! us1ðu1Þ approaches a constant value, but in frame S0, we
have tan a01 ¼ C�1

p tan a1 ! 0. For Cp � 1, this implies 1 � a01
� tana01 � us1ðu1Þ=Cp /C�1

p . Similarly, C0
1 ¼CpC1ð1�bpb1 sina1Þ

!CpC1ð1�b1bs1ðu1ÞÞ /Cp. In the steady-state frame S0, the first
shock only very slightly deflects the fluid velocity (at an angle
v0 < a01 � 1) such that for the strong shock solution, a02 � p=2, and
the second shock must be almost perpendicular to achieve the same
small deflection in the opposite direction. Such a nearly perpendicular
relativistic shock (with 1�C0

1 /Cp) slows down the fluid at region 2

to a mildly relativistic velocity in frame S0 corresponding to u2 /Cp in
frame S. Similarly, its compression ratio scales as C0

1 /Cp, explaining
why q2 /Cp, while the downstream pressure scales as the upstream

ram pressure, p2 / ðu01Þ2 � ðC0
1Þ2 /C2

p.
The divergence of the hydrodynamic variable u2, p2, and q2 in

region 2 as the strong shock RR solution approaches the luminal line
from the sub-luminal side explains why this solution cannot reach or
cross the luminal line.

G. Shock Polars in the sub-luminal region and the dual
region with both RR and MR solutions

Within the framework of Newtonian physics, the analysis of the
shock reflection problem is typically carried out within the reference
frame S0 Z S0, where point P remains stationary. In this frame of refer-
ence, it is customary to describe the shock reflection using shock polar
diagrams,27 represented by variables ðp; v0Þ, where p is the pressure in
the shocked region and v0 is the flow velocity deflection angle due to
the shock. In this subsection, we employ these shock polar diagrams to
illustrate the shift between various solutions identified in the sub-
luminal regions. It is important to note that this analysis is applicable
solely within the sub-luminal region of the parameter space, where a
transformation to the frame S0 is possible.

The shock polar of the incident shock (shock 1) is the graphical
representation of the relation between the post-shock pressure p1 and
the flow deflection angle w ¼ v01 within the reference frame S0, for a
fixed velocity of the flow in region 0, v00 ¼ �vp, as in frame S, region 0

FIG. 12. The proper speed, u2, normalized pressure, p2=q0c
2, and normalized

proper rest-mass density, q2=q0, in the doubly shocked region 2, for u1 ¼ 1 as a
function of the shock incidence angle a1, for the weak (“W” in green) and strong
(“S” in purple) shock RR solutions. The strong shock solution exists only between
the luminal and detachment lines, while the weak shock solution smoothly transi-
tions across the luminal line.

FIG. 11. The same as Fig. 9, but for the strong shock RR solution.
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is at rest. Hence, the shock polar for the incident shock (shock 1) is
constructed by following constant-up lines in the parameter space,
which are depicted by the magenta lines in Fig. 14.

Similarly, the shock polar of the reflected shock (shock 2) graphi-
cally shows the relation between its post-shock pressure p2 and the
total flow velocity deflection angle w ¼ v01 � v02 (which is considered
relative to the flow direction within region 0, which is parallel to the
wall), for a fixed velocity of the flow in region 1, which corresponds to
a single point (u1 a1) in the u1–a1 parameter space. Given that the flow
in region 1 has already experienced a deflection [v01; see Eq. (A3)] and
has a non-zero pressure [p1; see Eq. (34)], the shock polar of shock 2
commences with these specific pressure and deflection angle values
and is constructed by varying the possible angle a02 þ v01 between v01
and shock 2 in frame S0. When the total deflection angle along this sec-
ond polar vanishes, w ¼ v01 � v02 ¼ 0, the flow within region 2 adheres
to the appropriate boundary condition along the wall. As a result, the
point where the second shock polar intersects the p-axis signifies a
solution to the shock reflection problem. The formalism involving
steady-stare shock jump conditions in frame S0 that is used for calcu-
lating the shock polars is outlined in Appendix. We have verified that
the solutions of the steady-state equations in frame S0 for the sub-
luminal regime are identical to those from our formalism in frame S
that were derived in Sec. III.

Figure 15 shows various shock polar combinations. The polars of
shock 2 are for u1 ¼ 0:1 and different incidence angles a1, which are
fixed for each polar (see the red x symbol in Fig. 14), while the

corresponding polars of shock 1 are for up ¼ 6:12; 0:419; 0:314;
0:274; 0:231; and0:210 (corresponding to the blue dotted lines in
Fig. 14). As explained earlier, in the sub-luminal attachment region,
there are two solutions, which correspond to the two intersection
points of shock polar 2 (corresponding to the reflected shock) with the
p-axes. This is viewed in panels (a) through (d) for angles a1 < 35:9	,
and the two solutions are designated as “s” for strong and “w” for
weak. Upon reaching the detachment/sonic line at a1 ¼ 35:9	, the two
solutions coincide [panel (e)], and for higher angles [a1 ¼ 40	 in panel
(f)], there are no RR solutions available.

The case a1 ¼ 7:7	 [panel (a)] shows the shock polars for a case
close to the luminal line (up ¼ 6:12; see the left red x symbol in
Fig. 14). As previously discussed (see section Sec. IVF), the pressure of
the strong shock solution becomes infinitely large as it approaches the
luminal line. As is observed in the figure, the shock polar of shock 2,
indeed, exhibits a significant increase by about three orders of magni-
tude when compared to the other shock polar curves.

Panel (c) illustrates a case in which the pressure of the weak solu-
tion matches the highest pressure point on the incident shock polar.
This situation corresponds to the von Neumann mechanical equilib-
rium criterion, known in the Newtonian shock reflection problem.4,21

According to this criterion, transitioning from RR to MR requires both
reflection configurations to yield identical post-shock pressures. In the
context of Newtonian physics, it has been observed that within the
region bounded by the mechanical equilibrium line (established based
on the mechanical equilibrium criterion) and the sonic line, both RR
and MR can coexist simultaneously. Therefore, this intermediate
region between these two lines is commonly referred to as the dual
region. Figure 16 illustrates the extension of the dual region to the rela-
tivistic case.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work generalizes the classical problem of shock reflection,
which has been studied in detail in the Newtonian regime, to the more
general relativistic case, which is relevant in astrophysics. While in the
Newtonian limit, the problem can always be studied in a frame S0

FIG. 13. The same hydrodynamic variables in region 2 as in Fig. 12 but as a func-
tion of Cp (the Lorentz factor corresponding to the boost between the lab frame S
and the steady-state frame S0) in the sub-luminal attachment region between the
detachment and luminal lines.

FIG. 14. Constant up [magenta; log10ðupÞ ¼ �1:6;�1:4;…; 2] and constant a01
[black; log10ðtan a01Þ ¼ �1:5;�1;�0:5; 0; 0:5; 1; and1:5] contours in the
log10ðu1Þ– log10ðtan a1Þ parameter space. They are both restricted to the sub-
luminal region where frame S0 exists. The blue dotted lines and red x symbols cor-
respond to the shock polars for shocks 1 and 2, respectively, that are shown in
Fig. 15.
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where the flow is in a steady state, which greatly simplifies the treat-
ment, this is not always possible in the general case. In particular, we
identify a new superluminal regime where no such steady-state frame
S0 exists. While for Newtonian shocks this regime corresponds to
extremely small incidence angles, in the relativistic regime, it corre-
sponds to almost all incidence angles (with the exception of those

extremely close to 90	). Addressing the superluminal regime required
us to develop a new formalism in the lab frame S, where the unshocked
region 0 is at rest, using the integral conservation laws. This formalism
was applied to regular reflection (RR), for which it is most readily
applicable, as in that case, all regions are uniform and both the incident
and reflected shock are planar, such that the integral conservation laws
can be expressed as algebraic equations. The formalism developed in
this work can be used in future works to address related problems in
relativistic hydrodynamics.

We have solved the resulting set of equations for the relatively
simpler case of a cold unshocked medium, which reduces the relevant
parameter space to two dimensions—the proper speed of the singly
shocked fluid (u1) and the shock incidence angle (a1). This parameter
space was mapped for the number and type of RR solutions, finding it
divides into the following regions with corresponding types of
solutions:

1. Superluminal region: one RR solution—weak shock,
2. Sub-luminal attachment region: two RR solutions—weak shock

and strong shock,
3. Detachment region: no RR solutions.

(The weak and strong RR solutions are outlined in Fig. 7.) In the
detachment region, only Mach or irregular reflection (MR/IR) is possi-
ble. In addition, MR is also possible in part of the sub-luminal attach-
ment region (which lies between the luminal and detachment lines)—
the dual region that lies between the attachment line and the mechani-
cal equilibrium line. In the superluminal region, there are no MR/IR

FIG. 15. Shock polar diagrams for different incidence angles in the steady-state frame S0. The shock polars of the incident shock (blue line, 1) and of the reflected shock (red
line, 2) show the post-shock pressure p1;2 vs the deflection angle of the flow w (relative to the flow direction in region 0). The intersections of shock polar 2 with the p-axes are
the weak shock (green dot) and the strong shock (purple dot) solutions. The polars of shock 2 are all for u1 ¼ 0:1, and (a) a1 ¼ 7:70, case of closed proximity to the luminal
line. (b) a1 ¼ 20	, case with only RR. (c) a1 ¼ 26:18	, case of the mechanical-equilibrium criterion. (d) a1 ¼ 30	, case in the dual region. (e) a1 ¼ 35:9	, case of the detach-
ment criterion. (f) a1 ¼ 40	, case of no RR solutions. The corresponding polars of shock 1 are for up ¼ 6:12; 0:419; 0:314; 0:274; 0:231; and 0:210.

FIG. 16. Critical lines in the log10ðu1Þ�a1 plane that bound regions with different
shock reflection solutions. In addition to the luminal (black) and detachment/sonic
(blue) lines, we added here the mechanical equilibrium (green) line, which bounds
(to its bottom right) the region with MR, and the dual region between it and the
detachment line where both RR and MR solutions exist.
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solutions, such that only a single solution exists—the weak shock RR
solution.

Our results are related to the traditional shock polar description
in the sub-luminal regions. In the superluminal regime, however, such
a description is no longer possible.
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APPENDIX: CONSISTENCYWITH THE STEADY-STATE
ANALYSIS IN THE SUB-LUMINAL CASE

In the sub-luminal case (vp < c), there is a reference frame S0,
where point P is at rest, and the flow is steady. Therefore, a ruler at
rest in S0 oriented parallel to the wall will Lorentz contract in frame
S, Lk ¼ L0k=Cp, while in the perpendicular direction, the length
remains unchanged, L? ¼ L0?. Hence, the angle of the shock front
relative to the wall transforms as

tan ai ¼ Li;?
Li;k

¼ Cp
L0i;?
L0i;k

¼ Cp tan a
0
i; ði ¼ 1; 2Þ: (A1)

Therefore, we can write the oblique shock jump conditions in
this frame as

q1u
0
1 sin a

0
þ ¼ q2u

0
2 sin a

0
2;

w1ðu01 sin a0þÞ2 þ p1 ¼ w2ðu02 sin a02Þ2 þ p2;

w1C
0
1u

0
1 sin a

0
þ ¼ w2C0

2u
0
2 sin a

0
2;

b01 cos a
0
þ ¼ b02 cos a

0
2;

(A2)

where a0þ ¼ a02 þ v0 and cos v0 ¼ �b̂0
1 � ŷ 0 or

tan v0 ¼ v01x
v01y

¼ v1 cos a1
Cpðvp � v1 sin a1Þ ; (A3)

and tan a02 ¼ C�1
p tan a2 or

sin a02 ¼
sin a2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ u2p cos
2a2

q ¼ Cs2

Cp
sin a2 ¼ us2

up
; (A4)

u2p ¼ C2
p � 1 ¼ b2s1

sin2a1 � b2s1
¼ b2s2

sin2a2 � b2s2
: (A5)

Together with the Lorentz transformations of the velocities,

C0
1 ¼ C1Cpð1� b1bp sin a1Þ; C0

2 ¼ C1Cpð1� b2bpÞ; (A6)

it can be shown that Eqs. (A2) are equivalent to Eqs. (15)–(18) in
frame S.
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